European Negotiation BOOT CAMP
August 19 – 23, 2019
University of Iceland
Reykjavík, Iceland

The Negotiation Task Force at Harvard University’s Davis Center for Russian and Eurasian Studies and the Institute of International Affairs and Höfði Reykjavik Peace Centre at the University of Iceland present the 2019 European Negotiation Boot Camp, a 5-day immersive training workshop for emerging leaders in Euro-Atlantic security and international peace. A small cohort from the United States, Europe, and Russia with a passion for international affairs will meet in Reykjavik, Iceland, to take part in a unique curriculum of topics in U.S.-Russian affairs, international security, and advanced negotiation training.

Program Details

- 5-day immersive training and educational workshop
- Lectures on U.S.-Russia relations, arms control, and peace studies
- Advanced negotiation exercises and simulations
- Meetings with Icelandic government officials
- Cultural excursions

Application Deadline: May 10, 2019

This program is open to advanced degree students and young professionals in government, international organizations, NGOs, and private enterprise with an interest in Euro-Atlantic security or international affairs. Applicants must have advanced proficiency in English.

All applications must be submitted in English to: DavisCenterNTF@fas.harvard.edu

To apply, please submit the following:

- Resume or CV
- Statement of motivation, including your professional background and interest (max. 500 words; please explain why you are interested in the boot camp and what you bring to the group)

Included in program:

- Shared lodging (Aug. 18-24, 2019) in Reykjavik, Iceland
- 5 days of activities
- Some meals
- Group excursions

Candidates will be notified of acceptance by the end of May. Participants are responsible for flights, airport transfers, visas, insurance, some meals, and personal expenses.

Questions? Email the Negotiation Task Force team: DavisCenterNTF@fas.harvard.edu